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RESUMEN

El presente trabajo constituye un resumen de los análisis mediante ensayo small punch test (SPT) de las propiedades de
tracción a elevada temperatura, fluencia y relajación de tensiones, de un acero ferrítico martensítico P92, sometido a
diferentes tratamientos térmicos. Se presenta la relación entre los resultados SPT y los obtenidos mediante ensayos
uniaxiales convencionales, así como una comparativa entre los resultados obtenidos experimentalmente y mediante
simulación numérica. Se discute la relajación de tensiones SPT y los valores de las tensiones iniciales y residuales son
evaluadas. Se ha observado una muy buena aproximación numérica de los resultados de relajación de tensiones SPT y
uniaxial. Finalmente, se presenta de manera general y resumida la round robin de SPT creep que está siendo realizada.
PALABRAS CLAVE: Small Punch Test, fluencia, Relajación de tensiones.
ABSTRACT
The paper is focused on summarizing the high temperature tensile, creep and stress relaxation small punch testing (SPT)
of ferritic-martensitic steel P92. The relation of SPT results with conventional uniaxial tests results is presented. Two
heats of the P92 steel with different heat treatment are compared in SPT creep. The FEM modeling of SPT creep setup
is compared with experimental SPT results. The stress relaxation SPT is discussed and values of initial stress and
residual stress were evaluated from the test. Very good agreement of the stress relaxation SPT, stress relaxation uniaxial
test and numerical modeling is shown by their comparison. An overview of the ongoing round robin on creep SPT is
briefly outlined.
KEYWORDS: Small Punch Test, Creep Rupture, Stress Relaxation
similar to a conventional creep test. Both tests are run
up to the rupture of the disc.

1. INTRODUCTION
Small punch tests (SPT) are using specimens of a thin
disc shape prepared from a small amount of material
that can be extracted directly from the surface of
exposed parts without their damage. In these tests, a
puncher penetrates through the disc specimen into a
hole. The European Code of Practice of SPT has been
released in 2007 [1].

Third, the CD test (constant deflection) is the analogy to
stress relaxation testing at elevated temperatures.
Basically, the specimen has to be loaded at a given
deflection rate to a specific central deflection that
conforms conditions of the membrane-stretching
regime. The deflection of the disc is then held constant
and the force relaxes as the elastic strain is replaced by
inelastic creep strain. The force vs. time response during
relaxation can be recalculated to stress vs. time
response, differentiated and divided by elastic modulus
to give the creep rate and finally its dependence on the
stress.

Three principal variations of this test type seem to have
a good potential for use at elevated temperatures.
First, the test in which the puncher penetrates through
the disc at a given constant rate of deflection (i.e.,
central deflection measured in a direction perpendicular
to the disc) and the necessary force is measured; this test
is marked as CDR (constant deflection rate). It has
certain analogy with the conventional tensile test.
Second, the CF test (constant force) is a test in which
the puncher penetrates under constant load and the time
dependence of the deflection is measured. This test is

As a rule, the puncher is a ceramic ball or a bar with a
hemispherical tip. In application within the field of
power- or thermal-generation industry, these tests
should be performed at elevated temperatures and they
should be conducted in a protective atmosphere (usually
Argon). A scheme showing the punching arrangement
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applicable for all three test types is illustrated in Figure
1.

machine to thickness of 1.1 mm and then ground on
metallographic paper under water to thickness of 0.5 ±
0.005 mm. This procedure should prevent any changes
in microstructure on the disc surface.
The P92 RR discs from as received pipe were prepared
in laboratories of MMV Company, Ostrava, Czech
Republic from a layer 2 to 3 mm under the pipe outer
surface to simulate the sampling (scooping) process.
The SPT-CDR was performed in the modified creep
machine equipped with stepper motor that allows
continual loading of the specimen. Selected deflection
rate for CDR experiments was 0.25 mm/min. The
P92 NT steel was tested at RT and elevated
temperatures 500 °C and 600 °C. The SPT-CF and SPTCD of P92 NT were performed in the same creep
machine at 600 °C.
Table 1. Chemical composition of P92 steels

Figure 1. SPT setup, r = 1.25 mm, h = 0.5 mm,
R = 0.2 mm, d1 = 8 mm, d2 = 4 mm.

Wt %
P92 NT
P92 RR
Wt %
P92 NT
P92 RR
Wt %
P92 NT
P92 RR

The SPT has undergone in recent years a rapid
development especially in experimental setups,
introduction of notched specimens and the numerical
modeling of SPT. Two detailed reviews on SPT and its
modeling were published recently by Rouse et al. [2]
and Abendroth and Soltysiak [3]. They show the
usefulness of the numerical modeling using FEM,
optimization algorithms and inverse analyses for a
deeper understanding of the processes during several
phases of the disc deformation up to its rupture.

C
0.09
0.12
Cr
8.85
8.56
Nb
0.084
0.005

Mn
0.50
0.53
Ni
0.31
0.13
Al
0.008
0.009

Si
0.34
0.24
Mo
0.50
0.43
N
0.0595
0.0450

P
0.019
0.012
V
0.21
0.19
B
0.004
-

S
0.003
0.009
W
1.90
1.63
Cu
0.050

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Recently, two other types of the small punch test have
emerged: (i) the tested discs are furnished with a
precisely machined groove and their testing can then be
compared with Charpy notch impact tests [4, 5] and (ii)
the loading mechanism is adjusted and the acting force
is oscillating [6]. In this way, the fatigue mechanisms
and fatigue crack propagation can be studied.

3.1. Constant deflection rate SPT
A typical relation between load and deflection for
ductile metals is shown in Figure 2. It can be divided to
several parts [3]. Part I is mainly defined by the elastic
material properties, part II represents transition between
elastic and plastic material behavior, part III shows the
hardening properties up to part IV, where geometrical
softening and damage occurs, in part V the penetration
of the specimen occurs and part VI represents the
remaining force needed to push the puncher through the
already ruptured specimen.

2. MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES
Two different heats of P92 steel were studied by SPT:
i) P92 NT (normalized and tempered) forged
experimental ring with the wall thickness of 82 mm
manufactured by ŽĎAS a.s. The chemical compositions
are shown in Table 1. The P92 NT heat treatment
consisted of normalization annealing (1060 °C/1 h)
followed by tempering (760 °C/2 h/air).
ii) P92 RR (round robin) steam pipe outer diameter of
219.1 mm with wall thickness 22.2 mm, manuf. no.
40038698 made by Třinecké Železárny a.s. The P92 RR
was in as received state after pipe manufacture.
The P92 NT disc specimens of 8 mm diameter were
prepared from cylinders with axis oriented in radial
direction. The cylinders were sliced in electro discharge

Figure 2. Typical SPT load-deflection diagram, the
dashed area serves to determining of the SP energy ESP.
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The SPT-CDR load-deflection curves of three P92 NT
specimens at three selected temperatures 20 °C, 500 °C
and 600 °C are shown in Figure 3.

standard deviation and are compared in Tables 2 and 3
with good agreement.
The SPT energy ESP shown in Table 4 was determined
by integration of the force-deflection curve up to the
displacement at onset of fracture uf, which is defined as
the punch displacement at 20% load drop after
maximum load F f  0.8 Fm [1]:

2500
P92

20°C (RSP92_06)
500°C (RSP92_15)
2000

600°C (RSP92_12)

F [N]

1500

uf

E SP 

1000

 F (u )du

(5)
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Table 2. Comparison of yield strength determined by
tensile test and SPT (using offset method) of P92 NT
steel
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Figure 3. SPT curves for P92 NT steel at 20, 500 and
600 °C.
For better clarity the empirical relations are written with
the same nomenclature:
ReSPT yield strength obtained by SPT, [MPa];
ultimate strength obtained by SPT, [MPa];
RmSPT
force at yield defined as transition between the
Fe
linear and plastic bending of the disc, [N];
maximum force during the SPT, [N];
Fm
h
specimen height (thickness), [mm];
deflection of the disc at Fm, [mm].
um

T [°C]

Tensile test
Rp0.2 [MPa]

Garcia
et al.
ReSPT [MPa]

Purmenský et al.
ReSPT [MPa]

20
500
600

543±4
408±5
369±2

509±53
314±37
286±7

603±60
368±42
335±9

Table 3. Comparison of ultimate strength determined by
tensile test and SPT of P92 NT steel

We can compare suitability of empirical relations
published by:
García et al. [7]

T [°C]

Tensile test
Rm [MPa]

García
et al.
RmSPT [MPa]

Purmenský et al.
RmSPT [MPa]

20
500
600

701±4
528±12
420±14

658±11
441±4
330±5

804±27
577±12
422±7

Table 4. Average values of SP energies of P92 NT steel
ReSPT

F
 0.35  2e
h





F 
RmSPT  0.084  m2 
h 

(1)

T [°C]

avg. ESP [J]

(2)

20
500
600

2.39
1.41
1.32

and Purmenský and Matocha [8]

3.2. Constant force SPT
The SPT-CF results can be directly related with
conventional creep results. Studies on various types of
materials confirmed simple relationship:

ReSPT  1.67Fe  5.6; h  0.5 mm
(3)

 F 
RmSPT  0.35  m   23
 um  h 

F   

(4)

(6)

where F is applied force, σ is applied stress and Ψ is
parameter that relates the force with stress for the same
time to rupture in both types of creep tests.

for studied P92 NT steel.
With help of these empirical formulas we can estimate
the yield and ultimate strength from measured values of
SPT forces Fe and Fm, specimen thickness h, deflection
um at maximum force Fm for both materials at
experimental temperatures. Resulting values were
statistically treated by definition of the mean value and

From the Chakrabarty membrane theory [1]:
F/ =  = 3.33 kSP r2-0.2 r 1.2 h0

(7)

where: r2 = 2 mm is the radius of the lower die hole, r =
1.25 mm is the punch radius and h0 = 0.5 mm is the
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initial thickness of the disc and kSP is material
parameter, see [1].

light alloys [13] that the Monkman-Grant relationship is
valid for SPT-CF analogically as for the uniaxial test:
log t r  mSP log u min  CSP
(9)

The relation for used test geometry is then:
 =1.895 kSP

(8)

where mSP and CSP are constants, tr is time to rupture
and u min is the minimum deflection rate. Figure 6 shows
the Monkman-Grant relation for P92 NT steel.

The value of  can appear as constant for some
materials in relatively wide range of SPT forces/stress
and narrow range of temperatures as presented by
Milička and Dobeš in extensive study of P91 steel [9].
The comparison of SPT force with uniaxial stress vs.
time to rupture for P92 NT steel is shown in Figure 4.
The dependence of the factor  on uniaxial stress is in
Figure 5.
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Figure 6. Monkman-Grant relationship for P92 NT
steel.
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Dobeš and Milička have compared the applicability of
various creep life extrapolation methods on the SPT-CF
results for P91 steel in [14]. Similar approach was
proved by Komazaki et al. on steels [11], Jeffs et al. on
CMSX-4 singlecrystals [15] and Andrés et al. on light
alloys [16].

Figure 4. Comparison of creep stress and SPT force at
identical time to rupture of P92 NT steel.
3.2
P92 NT, 600°C

A detailed look at the SPT-CF curves and the deflection
rate curves can indicate some important information that
can be missed from the overall results summary usually
represented by time to rupture or minimum deflection
rate.

[N/MPa]

2.8

Examples of the SPT-CF curves for P92 NT and
P92 RR steels are shown in Figure 7. There is notable
difference in the plastic deformation immediately after
loading of the discs. The P92 RR disc deforms less and
reaches quickly lower deflection rate than P92 NT as
shown in Figure 8. This can be attributed to higher yield
strength of the as received P92 RR steel compare to
normalized and tempered P92 NT steel. However, after
half of specimen life, at deflection of about 1.1 mm (see
Figure 9), a rapid stepped increase of the deflection rate
of P92 RR disc by nearly one order has occurred. This
is most probably by initiation of cracking, but will need
to be verified by interrupted tests. Such increase of the
deflection rate despite its later stabilization for some
time has caused earlier rupture of the P92 RR compare
to P92 NT disc.

2.4

Y = pow(X,0.543) * 0.14

2
100

140

180

220

 [MPa]

260

300

Figure 5. Factor Ψ = F/ depending on applied stress
obtained for identical time to rupture in creep tests and
SPT of P92 NT steel.
The creep life extrapolation methods can be applied for
SPT-CF in a similar way as for uniaxial tests. In several
works it was demonstrated on steels [10, 11, 12] and
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b) specimen stays with cap partly attached and the ball
is detached (typical for short term tests - up to 1000 h),
see Figure 11.
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Figure 7. Comparison of two SPT-CF curves at
F = 500 N, T = 600 °C.
Figure 10. P92 RR specimen tested at F = 500 N,
T = 600 °C.
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Figure 8. Comparison of two SPT-CF deflection rate
curves at F = 500 N, T = 600 °C.

deflection rate [mm/s]

1.E-04

Figure 11. P92 NT specimen tested at F = 500 N,
T = 600 °C.
The measurement of the cap diameter on specimens
from both steels tested at the same conditions (F =
500N, T = 600 °C) showed a notable difference. The
P92 NT cap had average diameter 2.10 mm while
P92 RR had average diameter of cap only 1.82 mm.
This is in good agreement with the fact that cracking of
the disc from less ductile P92 RR steel occurred at
lower deflection. Figure 10 shows also small radial
cracks which can be indication of exhaustion of
plasticity at the final stage of the SPT-CF test when the
puncher fully penetrates the specimen.

1.E-05

1.E-06
crack initiation
P92 NT, 500N, 600°C
P92 RR BH-83, 500N, 600°C
1.E-07
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

deflection [mm]

Figure 9. Comparison of two SPT-CF deflection rate vs.
deflection curves at F = 500 N, T = 600 °C.

The FE model described elsewhere [17, 18] was used
with the Norton constitutive relationship to describe the
SPT-CF test of P92 NT steel:

Two typical situations occur after the SPT-CF of ductile
materials with ceramic ball from Frialit® F99.7:

cr  B n

a) specimen cap detaches completely and stays attached
on the ceramic ball (typical for longer-term tests over
1000 h or for tests of weld metals), see Figure 10.

(10)
The parameter B and stress exponent n were obtained by
linear regression from the uniaxial creep data.
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The comparison of computed SPT-CF curves with
different values of the friction coefficient f on the
contact surfaces with the experimental curve at
F = 500 N at 600 °C is shown in Figure 12. It is possible
to see, that the friction has significant impact on the
steady state part and time to rupture of the computed
curves. The time to rupture in the computation is given
by effect of geometrical softening only.

The same dependence was obtained from uniaxial
tensile relaxation test.
It is possible to determine the initial relaxation force FR,
residual force FRZ and the force drop ΔF during the time
that is needed for stabilization of the force. The values
for SPT-CD and uniaxial relaxation test are shown in
Table 5. The conversion of force to stress in uniaxial
test is done by dividing the force by the specimen cross
section. In relaxation test we can use the parameter Ψ
that was found from the relation of creep tests on
standard specimens vs. small punch specimens in
Figure 4.

Figure 13 shows the comparison of SPT-CF
experimental curve at F = 500 N at 600 °C with FEM
computed curves by two different releases (10.0 vs.
16.2) of FE system ANSYS. There were notable
differences in the convergence speed of the nonlinear
solution (release 10.0 needed lower number iterations
compared to 16.2) and the tertiary parts of the curves
slightly differ.

The factor Ψ  3.1 N/MPa can be determined from
Figure 5 for P92 NT steel and stress 300 MPa. The
relaxation curves converted to stress are shown is
Figures 14 and 15. Figure 14 shows whole test duration
of 5 h and Figure 15 the first 1000 s where it is possible
to see in more detail the loading stage and initial drop of
stress. The values of forces converted to stress values of
initial stress RR and residual stress RRZ are summarized
in Table 6. There is very good agreement between
results of both tests.
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0
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Figure 12. Comparison of P92 NT SPT-CF
experimental curve at F = 500 N, T = 600 °C with FEM
computed curves with various friction coefficients.
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Figure 14. Stress relaxation diagram of P92 NT steel at
600 °C for uniaxial test and SPT-CD.
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0
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200000
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0
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Figure 13. Comparison of P92 NT SPT-CF
experimental curve at F = 500 N, T = 600 °C with FEM
computed curves by two different releases (10.0 vs.
16.2) of FE system ANSYS.
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Figure 15. Stress relaxation diagram of P92 NT steel at
600 °C for uniaxial tensile test and SPT-CD, initial
1000 s.

The SPT-CD was done on disc from P92 NT steel at
600 °C. The specimen was deformed to a deflection uR
= 1.53 mm that produced the initial force FR = 921 N.
The recording of the test provided force-time relation.
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Table 5. Force characteristics of SPT-CD and uniaxial
stress relaxation test of P92 NT
Test
SPT-CD
Uniaxial

FRZ
[N]
420.7
2682.1

ΔF
[N]
500.3
3177.9

ΔF
[%]
54.3
54.2

1.E‐05

tR
[h]
5.1
4.9

strain rate [1/s]

FR
[N]
921.0
5860.0

1.E‐04

Table 6. Stress characteristics of SPT-CD and uniaxial
stress relaxation test of P92 NT
RR
[MPa]
297.1
298.5

Relaxation test
SPT-CD
Uniaxial

RRZ
[MPa]
135.7
136.6

ΔR
[MPa]
161.4
161.9

ΔR
[%]
54.3
54.2

Experiment SPT‐CD
Uniaxial creep test
FEM SPT‐CD Strain Hardening
1.E‐09

tR
[h]
5.1
4.9

100

1000

 [MPa]

Figure 17. P92 NT steel plastic strain rate dependence
on stress: SPT-CD, creep tests and SPT-CD FEM
results.
4. SPT ROUND ROBIN
The round robin on i) tensile and fracture SPT-CDR, ii)
creep SPT-CF and iii) numerical modeling of SPT with
the aim of European standardization of SPT for material
testing has started in 2015. The coordination of the
whole process is done by JRC Petten. The aim is to
perform test in several laboratories at various test rigs
on the same material ensuring the reproducibility of the
results. Many aspects of the testing conditions, such as
specimen clamping force, punch (ball) material, testing
temperatures and forces among others have been
discussed. The P92 ferritic-martensitic steel has been
selected as a representative of heat resistant, high
strength creep ductile materials. The examples of the
SPT-CF data measured at IPM at three selected test
temperatures are presented. Figure 18 shows the rupture
time depending on the SPT force and temperature. In
Figure 19 the minimum deflection rate dependence on
the SPT force is shown. Tests at 625 °C are still
ongoing.

(11)

where the coefficient A = 1.34×10-43, n = 15.76 and B =
0.57 were taken from regression analysis of P92 NT
uniaxial specimen creep test results. Figure 16 shows
the force relaxation curve from the SPT-CD experiment
and computed curve. Good agreement of the curves in
the whole time span was reached. The force vs. time
response during relaxation was then recalculated to
stress vs. time response, differentiated by time and
divided by the elastic modulus to give the creep rate and
finally its dependence on the stress. Figure 17 compares
the creep strain rates obtained by SPT-CD, conventional
creep test and the FE calculation with very good
agreement.
1000
Experiment SPT‐CD
800

1.E‐07

1.E‐08

The FE model of the SPT [17, 18] was modified to
simulate the relaxation experiment. Strain hardening
constitutive model was applied:

cr  A n cr B

1.E‐06

FEM‐Strain Hardening

F [N]

1000.0
P92 RR-IPM, 600°C
P92 RR-IPM, 625°C
P92 RR-IPM, 650°C

600

tr = 7.09E+23*F-8.7

400

tr = 1.38E+15*F-5.1

tr = 4.54E+19*F-6.6

tr [h]

200

0
0

1

2

3

4

100.0

5

t [h]

Figure 16. SPT-CD force relaxation, comparison of test
and FEM curves.
10.0
100.00

1000.00

F [N]

Figure 18. P92 RR rupture time dependence on the SPT
force and temperature.
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1.E-05
du/dt = 2.42E-25*F7.5

min. deflection rate [mm/s]
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Three possible SPT configurations are discussed and
results on P92 steel are presented. It was demonstrated,
that the SPT can be reliably used as flexible test for
determining static and time-dependent material
mechanical properties.
From the SPT-CDR tests we can conclude:
i) the yield and ultimate strength can be reliably
estimated by SPT;
ii) the empirical formulae give reasonable results for
basic mechanical properties estimation at room and
elevated temperatures.
The SPT-CF can be related with the uniaxial creep tests
with simple relationship. Extrapolation methods of
creep life can be efficiently used for SPT results.
First attempts of performing SPT-CD on P92 steel give
promising results and very good agreement with
uniaxial stress relaxation test. Modeling of P92 SPT-CD
by FEM using simple primary creep constitutive law
shows reasonably comparable creep strain rates with
both types of experiments.
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